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Gyrokirietic Particle Simulation Model 

W. W. Lee 

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University 

Princeton, New Jersey 08544 

ABSTRACT 

A new type of particle simulation model based on the gyrophase-everageo Vlasov 

and Poisson equations is presented. The reduced system, in which particle gyrations are 

removed from the equations of motion while tne finite Larmor radius effects are st i l l 

preserved, is most suitable for studying low frequency microinstabiIittes in magnetized 

plasmas. Tte resulting gyrokinetit plasma is intrinsically quasineutral for >,„ « p 1= 

p , (T e /T j ) 1 / 2 ] . Thus, without the troublesome space charge waves in the simulation, we 

can afford to use much larger time steps (o H At < 1) and grid spacings (AXj/pg < 1) at 

a much reduced noise level than we would have for conventional particle codes, where 

°H * ^ k i / k i ^ D / ' P ^ c > p e ' a n d kn K < k r F u r t n e r r n o r e > i l i s feasible to simulate an 

elongated system (l.,, » L x) with a tnree-djmensional grid using the present model 

without resorting to the usual mode expansion technique, since there is essentially no 

restriction on the si2e of Ax,, in a gyrokinetic plasma. The new approach also enables 

us to further separate the time and spatial scales of the simulation from those 

associated with global transport through the use of multiple spatial scale expansion. 

Thus, the model can be a very efficient tool for studying anomalous transport problems 

related to steady-state drift-wave turbulence in magnetic, confinement devices. It can 

also be applied to other areas of plasma physics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Gyrokinetic particle simulation consists of using the existing simulation 

techniques to solve the gyrophase-averaged vlasov-poisson system, in which the 

particle gyration Is removed from the equations of motion while the finite Urrnor 

radius effects are retained (1, 2|. The reducsd system has been obtained through the use 

of well-known gyrokfnetic ordering for magnelteed plasmas. The resulting nonlinear 

gyrokinettc equations satisfy the basic requirements for simulation that they preserve 

the characteristic form of t.le dynamic equation, and satisfy both particle and energy 

conservation. The new scheme is most useful for studying low frequency 

gradient-driven microinstabilities in tokamaks. In the previous paper (1), we have 

demonstrated the feasibility of such an approach. Here, we wi l l present the numerical 

aspects of the gyrokinetic particle simulation model. 

i t is generally agreed that conventional particle codes are not practical for 

studying low frequency quasi-neutral-type of phenomena, because of the disparate time 

and spatial scales involved. The fundamental problem is the nigh frequency space 

charge waves, characterized by 6>pe and * D , which impose severe restrictions on the 

time step and spatial resolution used in the code (3,4). Even for the model Cased on the 

guiding-center electrons and gyrating (Vlasov) ions (5], which was developed for the 

purpose of investigating low frequency drift-type instabilities in magnetized plasmas, 

space charge waves in the form of lower hybrid oscillations st i l l exist, in addition, 

their presence gives rise to a very high noise level in the simulation plasma, which 

can actually suppress the growth of the low frequency quasineutrai waves, whose 

equilibrium fluctuation energy is a factor of (kXD) 2 lower. Furthermore, when the 

saturation amplitude of the instability is lower than the noise level, the nonlinear 

physics can also be obliterated. To overcome the difficulty of excessive noise by 

increasing the number of particles in the simulation can be prohibitive. Thus, an 

' unrealistically large background density gradient has to be employed for simulating 
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drift waves in order to produce strong enough instabilities. However, when the scate 

lengths for the zeroth-oraer density and for the perturbation become comparable in 

magnitude as tnRefs. 6-8, profile modification may dominate over other nonlinear 

processes. Since, under realistic experimental conditions in tokamaks, the background 

innomogeneities tend to persist as quasistatic profiles because of the continuous 

replenishment of plasma particles, it precludes profile relaxation as a viable nonlinear 

mechanism. Thus, it is difficult *o make meaningful comparisons between the 

simulation results and the experimental observations. These are some of the pitfalls 

confronting the conventional particle codes in simulating low frequency waves. 

In our present model, the difficulties associated with space charge waves no 

longer exist, since a gyrokinetic plasma Is intrinsically quasineutral for Xp « p s [* 

P|(T e /T| ) , / 2 t , where P| is the ion gyroradius. Following the procedures developed by 

Langdon [3,4] based on the leap-frog scheme for particle pushing and linear interpolation 

for charge sharing, we have found that the limitations on the time step and the grid 

spacing become much less stringent for the gyrokinetic model. Instead of the usual 

« . e At < J and Ax < XD for unmagnetizefl plasmas, the stability conditions now become 

o H A t < J and Ax^ < p s , whtra <oH • (k | | / k i ) (m j /m e ) 1 / z Q j * {k^k^{\^/^o^ is the 

electrostatic shear-Alfven wave frequency, Q{ • eB/nrijC, k|( « k^ = k, and subscripts n 

and J. denote quantities parallel and perpendicular to the external magnetic field. 

respectively. Results from the numerical analysis of our model also indicate that there 

is essentially no limitation on the size of A x r Compared with the guiding-center 

electron code [5j, where the time step is limited By oi«jAt < I and grid spacing by Ax ± 

= AK„ < Xiy the present scheme represents orders of magnitude improvement. 

For reason of accuracy rather man stability, the Courant condition of k ( | v t e At = 

(u^AtKk^pg) < i imposed by the electron transit time also has to be satisfied in our 
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simulation. For kLps - 1 modes, which usually have the largest growth rates for 

microinstabilities and are the most important ones in the simulation, this condition 

does not constitute an additional constraint. The restriction of k ^ A t < I, where v £ » 

cE*B/B. is usually not a problem for tokamak plasmas, In the presence of a sheared 

magnetic field, as we wi l l discuss, normai modes associated with u H do not exist at 

al l and local Instabilities due to o H At > I are also absent. Therefore, the time step in 

the simulation can be solely determined by the mode frequency of interest (e.g., the 

diamagnetic drift frequency, o „ ) . The scheme for satisfying the additional requirement 

of ( k ( | ) m a x v t e A t < 1 wi l l be discussed. 

The restriction on Ax x poses no difficulty at alt for the gyrokinettc model. A 

grid of the size of p s is needsd, at any rate, to resolve accurately the fluctuations 1or 

the modes with k ± p s = 1, which, as we have mentioned before, are the most important 

ones in the simulation, 

As for the three-dimensional simulation, we can now afford to use a very coarse 

grid in the parallel direction for which Ax(| » p s to model an elongated system with L„ 

» L r Thus, the mode expansion technique [9] commonly used in the conventional codes 

is not the only alternative here. The grid instability, which may s t i l l exist in the 3D 

gyrokinetlc simulation when modes with k ^ s « 0.21 are included, can be suppressed 

by the higher order interpolation schemes [10]. The combination of finite-size particle 

effects and implicit particle pushing schemes [11] can also stabilize all the numerical 

instabilities caused by caHAt > 1, usually related to k ^ « 1 modes in the 3D code. 

However, most interestingly, all the al/ases-mduced numerical growths mentioned t\ere 

may altogether be eliminated by magnetic shear, on which we wi l l elaborate. 
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Because of the nature of the gyrophase-averaging processes [1, 21, the gyrokinetic 

Vlasov equation is expressed in the gyrocenter coordinates, whereas the original 

particle coordinates are retained for the gyrokinetic Poisson equation. To circumvent 

the numerical difficulties involving coordinate transformations, the simulation scheme 

described in Ref. l used the analytically transformed gyroklnetic Vlasov equation in the 

particle variable space by assuming that, nonlinearly, ion perpendicular temperature is 

.zero. In the present paper, we have developed an efficient numerical method to expedite 

the transformation, which can accurately represent the gyropnase-averaged quantities for 

arbitrary values of k jp j , linearly as well as nonlinearly. As for the gyrokinetic 

Poisson equation, it is a linear second-order differential equation in our regime of 

interest and can be .solved fry an iterative scheme. 

The fact that the reduced vlasov equation is In the gyrocenter coordinates makes 

it possible for us to perform the multiple scale expansion on the spatial derivative 

term of the equation so as to separate the equilibrium spatial scale lengths from those 

of the perturbations. In doing so, the zeroth-order density and temperature gradients 

become input parameters for the simulation. By holding them constant in time, we 

succeed in removing from the simulation the time and spatial scales associated with 

global transport. Since the model now contains only the frequency and the spatial scale 

of interest, it is most suitable for studying steady-state drift-wave turbulence 

problems. Furthermore, the application of multiple spatial scale expansion also 

simplifies the boundary conditions for the particles and waves in the simulation, which, 

in turn, greatly facilitates the diagnotics for particle and energy transport. 

Finally, one important aspect of the gyrokinetic plasma is its low noise level. 

This important property has been investigated in Ref. 12, in which the equilibrium 

fluctuation field energy is shown to be at a minimum in the gyrokinetic regime. Thus, 

for the same number of particles, we can simulate a much larger volume of plasma with 

the present model that wltft conventional codes. 
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In recent years, various implicit schemes have been developed for the purpose of 

eliminating unwanted high frequency oscillations from the simulation through numerical 

means [ u , 13-15). Tnese approaches represent a basic difference in philosophy from 

the scheme considered in this paper, where the removal of the space charge waves is 

contingent upon the underlying physics. Other numerical methods to achieve long time 

step simulation have also been developed based on orbit averaging (lBj. and electron 

subcycling [17]. Under certain conditions, some of these numerical schemes can be very 

useful for us. 

The paper is organized as follows. In sec. I I , the governing equations in an 

electrostatic slat? are described along with tneir conservation properties. The pertinent 

numerical schemes are presented in sec. 111. section IV discusses the simulation 

schemes based on multiple spatial scale expansion. Numerical properties of the 

gyrokinetic plasma are presented in Sec. V. Discussion and concluding remarks are 

given in Sec. VI. 

I I . Gyrofcinetic Formalism 

The gyrophase-averaged Vlasov and Poisson equations lave been derived earlier 

[J. 2] based on the well-known gyrokinetic order tng, which assumes that u/Q, p/L, 

k B / k ± and e«/T are of order e, wnere o is the frequency of interest, Q is the 

gyrofrequency, p is the gyroradius, L is the equilibrium scale length, k(( and k 2 are the 

perturbed wave numbers parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively, 

e*/T is the electrostatic potential normalized to average plasma temperature, and £ is 

a smallness parameter. The gyrophase-averaging procedure not only removes the 

gyrophase-dependent quantities from the reduced system, but aiso eliminates the fast 

gyromotion whicn gives rise to tne unwanted high frequency waves, while retaining the 

important finite Larmor radius etfects 
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The resulting gyrokinetic Vlasov equation in slab geometry valid to order e2 can 

be written in terms of gyrocenter variables as ( l , 21 

OF/Dt = 3F/9t + v„6-3F/3fl -{q/m«)(3S,/3R't6)-9F/3R -(q/m)(3l'/3R-6)3F/3v|| = 0, (i) 

where 

*(H) - *(R) - (q/2T)(v t/n)a|3*(R)/3R1p. (2) 

F s F(R,jj,vl|.t) is the gyrophase-independent distribution function, u = v^/2, Q s 

qB/mc, b 3 8/B. B is the external magnetic field. v t-« (T/m)1''2, $(R) and l"(R) are the 

electrostatic potentials at the gyrocenter. and q is the signed charge. Moreover, the 

gyrocenter position variable R is related to the particle position variable x through R 

- x-p, wiiere p = -v^xfi/Q Is the particle gyroradius. Equation (J) is valid for both 

the electrons and the ions. However, for the electrons, the finite gyroradius effects are 

neligibte and Eq. (I) reduces to the usual drift-kinetic equation for p -> Q. 

The gyrokinetic Poisson equation in particle coordinates takes the form of ( l . 2] 

V 2* - T(*-*)/XQ

2 • ( p ^ ^ - f o f i g V j l v V - -4*e(nj-ne). (3) 

where the electrostatic potentials * and * as well as the number density nj. n t and ne 

are functions of x, V • 3/3x, A D

2 » Te/4jri>0e2, x a T e/T (. p s • Jxpy p( -

f tTj/mj) 1 / 2/Q j, and subscripts e and i denote species. The distribution function, 

potential and number density in Eqs. (J), (2), and (3) can be related through the Fourier 

transforms of 
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0(x) - I«(k)exp(ik-x> and F(R) = ][F(k)exp(ik-R). 
k k 

The coordinate-transformed quantities then Become 

*(R) - ItflOJotkjVj/QjexpGk-R), (4) 
k 

n(x) = 2 
Jc 

FCkJJoCk^/nJexpCik-xJdudvu, (5) 

and 

o(x) = 2*<k)r 0 (b)exp( ik.x) , (e) 
k 

where the ordinary Bessel function 

J 0 = <exp(ik-p»^, (7) 

is the result of the gyrophase-averaging process, r 0 ( b ) • l 0(b)exp(-b) comes from the 

second gyrophase averaging w i th respect to the Maxwellian background, b * k ^ p j 2 . l 0 is 

the modified Bessel function, $(R) and n(x) correspond, respectively, to *"(R) and nix) 

w i th J 0 = 1, and n 0 * <n(x)>„ is the spatial ly averaged number density. In Eq. (3), p e -

0 is assumed, and the additional terms on the left-hand side of the equation are the 

contributions from the ion polarizat ion density response. For b « l . the lowest order 

term becomes ( p s / ^ r j ) 2 ^ 2 * - S i n c e Ps * * *D f o r t h e u s u a l t o k a r n a k Plasmas, the Debye 

shielding term of V 2 * is much smaller by comparison and, thereby, can fte ignored in Eq. 

(3). [This is true for arb i t rary value of b.f Finally, in Eqs. (2) and (3), we have kept 

only the leading terms from the smalt gyroradius expansion for Ote 2) quantit ies, i.e., 
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terms of oiK^p^2) are ignored. This approximation ccnsioerably simplifies the 

numerical scheme and can be justified on physics grounds. 

Because of the HamiJtonian nature of our equations [2], It allows us to obtain 

simple expressions for various conservation laws for Eqs. 0)-(3). From tn»> simulation 

point of view, the most relevant ones are particle and energg conservation. The former 

is rather t r iv ia l and can be verified bg taking the zeroth moment of Eq. (0 in (R, ji, vB) 

space. The energy conservation, which can be derived by following the procedure given 

in Ref. 2, takes the form of 

I »««<[(/• vJ/2) Fwdudv„> + (1/8K) I k2|*(k)(2 

w^e.i " k 

+ (x/8n>,0) 2 [l-r 0(b)|(«t(k)| + (p s/6Ttn 0xD) < \d«x)/d* x | [n,(x)-n0]> = const. (8) 
k * 

where <•••> denotes spatfal average in tfte appropriate coordinate system. The first two 

terms can be readily identified as the usual particle kinetic energy and electrostatic 

potential energy, respectively. The last two are the ion sloshing energy; the second one 

comes from the 0(ez) terms in Eqs. (2) and (3). For b « 1, we have 

sloshing energy/potential energy = (<i>pj/Gj)z • ( p s A D ) z . 

Thus, for p s » X D , most of the field energy in the gyrokinetic plasma is associated 

with the ion sloshing motion in the perpendicular direction in response to the 

electrostatic fluctuations. Consequently, the potential energy, which is related to Ifte 

V 2 * term in Eq. (3), Is negligible. 
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I I I . NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES 

In trni section, we wi l l discuss trie numerical schemes for solving the 

gyrokhetic Vlasov-Poisson system, EqG. (])-(3), fcased on, for the most part, tht existing 

explicit particle simulation techniques, Applying the discrete representation for tne 

distribution function of N particles, 

N 
F * S fi(B-Hi> fiCji-Jii) S(v-v„i). (9) 

j= l 

to Eq. (J), we oDtain the equations of motion in the gyrocenter coordinates for cfis j - th 

gyrokinetic particle as 

dRj/tft = Vj,jD - (tj/mOX9*/3B*b)| . (30) 

and 

dv„|/dt = -(q/m)3t/3R-6! (li) 
-J Rj. (Jj 

where t is trie gyrophase-averaged potential defined in Eqs. (2) and (4), Equations (10) 

and (10 reduce to the familiar guiding-center equations of motion tor the drift-kinetic 

particles when p = 0 (or u = 0). Thus, tlie only difference between the two types of 

particles Is in the form of the electrostatic potential with which they interact. 

Consequently, the leap-frog and/or the predictor-corrector schemes for pushing the 

drift-kinetic particles described in Ref. ? can also De used here for the particles, once 

• is known. However, the method for calculating + for each individual particle is 

complicated by the appearance of J Q in the equation for <£ 

The gyrokinetic Pcisson equation, Eq. (;$), in the Fourier Ic space becomes 

(kXD)8*(k) + Tll-r 0(b)]s*(k) + I & i i-fc2x* kli.^Ps SniCfc,)««Xk2) 
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= (sfTjW-Sn^k)]. (12) 

where S* • e*/T e , Sn • (n-n 0)/n 0, fin • (n-n^/n^ with n as well as n defined in Eq. (5), 

Because of the presence of the (Xe2) terms. Eq, (12) is in the form of an inhomogeneous 

Freonolm equation of the second kind and can easily be solved using the method of 

successive approximation 118], once the particle number densities are given. Here, 

again, the difficulty conies from the evaluation of n \ which involves J Q . 

AS we can see, Eqs. (10)-(12) can be solved straightforwardly with the standard 

numerical methods. The only issue remaining is the coordinate transformations of Eqs. 

(<0 and (5). Since the calculation of J 0 using table lookup for each individual particle 

to account for its interaction with all the waves in the system is computationally 

prohibitive, alternative methods are reeded, one obvious way is to carry out the 

transformation analytically at the sacrifice of some important physics as reported in 

Ref. l . A better approach is to use the power series expansion of J 0 = J - (k J Lp) 2/ , l + 

(k 1p) 4/6'1 •••. The drawbacks here are the additional computer storage (arrays) required 

for the calculation and the unphysical behavior at large k.p when the resulting JJ0J 

becomes larger than 1. 

The scheme we are about to discuss is efficient, more versatile, more physical in 

nature and needs no additional storage. The starting point for its derivation is to 

rewrite Eqs. (4) and (5) as 

*(H) = < j * M S(x-R-p) dx>^ , (13) 

and 

nix) = <JF(R, u, VHJsCH-x+pJdBdndVi,)^ , (H) 
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where <>,n • fa<P/2K denotes gyrophase average. Equations (13) and (14) can be easily 

verified using the relation of Eq. (7). from 

<Kxj>= (*(x)S(x-Xj)dx, Us) 

whare x, = R j + P j is the actual position of the j - t t i particle; we have 

*(Rj) = <*{xj)>,p = I «(k)J0(k1v1/cOBXp(llE-Rj). (16) 

Thus, the potential at the gyrocenter position R • ;s the gyrophase-averaged potential of 

the particle at its actual position x : as it traverses a circular path centered at R, 

with tne gyroradius p •. Analytically, J accounts for the difference Between the 

potential measured directly at R, and the average potential. 

By substituting Eq. (3) into Rq. (14), the expression for number density in terms of 

individual particle positions can be obtained as 

_ N r N i 
n(x) = 2 <S(x-Xj)>,p = J, X exp(-k-Hj)/V J 0 (k ± v, /Q) exp(ik-x), (l?) 

j= l J k l j= l J i 

where V is the total volume. Here, the relation of 

S(x) - X exp(ik-x)/V 
k 

is used in the derivation. Again, J 0 accounts for lt\e difference between calculating the 

numDer density at Rj and at x i . Equation (17) also relates the number density at x 
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with the gyropnase-averaged contribution from the individual particle as it travels in a 

circular path. In other words, for calculating n(x), each gyrokinetic particle can be 

viewed as a uniformly charged ring with its cer.ter located at R: and with radius p-.. 

Thus, through eqs. (16) and (17), we have established the correspondence between 

the gyrophase-averaging procedures in the Fourier k space and those in the (x/R) 

configuration space, The latter is apparently much more suitable for numerical 

calculations. More specifically, the evaluation of *"(R;) for the j - th particle from the 

known potential field *(x), given by Eq. (12), can be carried out by simply taking th<? 

average of «(x i)'^ for a number of locations on a circle, where x. " R j + p:. We can 

then use this *"(R:) to calculate Y(RJ) in Eq, (2) for the actual potential of the particle, 

For pushing particles with Eqs, (jo) and (11), one can utilize the equivalent operation of 

34>(R)/aRjR = <S«>(j(V3x|x > f (18) 

to evaluate the field for each particle, in which the 0(E Z) part can be calculated 

directly at R,. Likewise, the evaluation of rifa) can 5e carried out by summing up the 

contributions from the gyrokinetic particles represented by rings of charges. For each 

individual particle at Ri. the charge is equally distributed in a number of locations of 

Xj's on a circle. The resulting n(x) then becomes the input for Eq. (12). 

The issue now is to determine the optimal number of points (locations) oi> a ring 

for the accurate representation of the gyrorhase-averaging procedure. This is crit ical 

because it directly affects the computational time and, ultimately, determines the 

viability of tne scheme. One way to tackle the problem is to study the result of 

numerical integration of exp(ik-p) in Eq. (7) for various A fs . Obviously, a large 

number of integration steps, or a small A<P, is most accurate, but undesirable. Letting 
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A<f - 2TT/M, where M is the number of integration steps, we can easily show that 

oo M 
<exp(ik-p»l(> = 2 J n(kjp)Z exp{i2itni/M)/M 

n=-« 4=1 
(19) 

00 

= I J^kj^sintemOcotCnx/Mj/SM. 

As we can see, for M = 1, an Jn's have nonvanishlng coefficients. Therefore, it is the 

poorest representation for the gyrophase-averaging process. In the other limit, for M = 

oo, we recover Eq. (7). The numerical scheme for coordinate transformation and the 

results for using different values of M In Eq. (19) are shown in Fig. i. since J 0

 > y J« 

for k.p < 2. the scheme with M = 1 is most ideal for studying rnicroturbuience, where 

y 

s 

/ 
1 

r+1 

/ \ 

1 

V 

M=1 M=2 M=3 M=4 

J i 0 0 0 

J 2 
J a 0 0 

h h •h 0 

\ •h J4 J4 

Fig. 1 Numerical scheme for coordinate transformation for the j-th particle 

the experimental measurements have indicated that the majority of the fluctuation 

energy is in the region of 0 < kji < I [19]. Thus, a four-point representation for thy 

gyrokinetic particle Is adequate for calculating «"(R.) and nix) in Eqs. (16) and (17). For 

those particles with kxp > 2 in the simulation, the scheme does not describe their 

behavior correctly. However, the resulting <exp(ik-p)>j> is always much less than one. 
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Thus, the problem is not serious at all compared with the J 0 expansion scheme. If the 

physics for kxp > 2 is Important, one should then use a larger M for the calculation, 

For the electrons, where p = 0, the difference between R, and x = disappears. Hence, the 

scheme with M = 1 is sufficient, which is simply the usual guiding-center model for 

the drift-kinetic particles (51. 

IV. MULTIPLE SPATIAL SCALE EXPANSION 

As stated earlier, the purpose of multiple spatial scale expansion is to enable us 

to develop a numerical model which simulates the realistic experimental condition, 

where, insofar as microinstabilities are concerned, the background inhomogenaity is ' 

quasistatic. Let us start witn the expansion of 

df/dnl*eOF/asR^ + SF/SR^ (20) 

where eR^ represents the spatial variations for the zerolh-order quantity, and R ± is 

now associated with the scale lengths of the perturbations only. Assuming that 

F 0 - (JA/2Tr) n 0(efl x) t m / y e f l ^ ] 3 ^ exp[-mva/2T0(6B1)]1 (21) 

is the background distribution, we find 

e&F/dfBj ="KF, (22) 

where 

K = [K n - (3/2 - V Z / 2 V 1

2 ) K T ] , (23) 
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Kn = -tO^/^tR^/^, K T

 a - eO^ /SsR^ /T^ and v 2 a V | |

2 + v x

z , Substituting Eqs. 

(20) and (22) into Eq. (l), we then obtain 

DF/Dt + (q/mQXd<i>/dRxb)'KF = 0, (24) 

in which the scale lengths for the background and we perturbations are completely 

separated, and t.ie distribution F contains only spatial variations for the perturbations. 

Equation (21) is similar to the equation used in many theoretical analyses. The only 

difference comes from the term associated with trie background inhomogenetty t , for 

which the distribution function F, for example, is replaced 5y FQ in Eq. (2J) [20-22]. 

However, Eq. (24) is not suitable for particle pushing because it lacks the 

conservation properties. The proper equation can be constructed by adding an extra term 

to Eq. (24). It takes the form of 

DF/Dt • (q/mQ)IOF/3R*b)-K* + 0¥/8B*6)-KF) = 0. (25) 

Equation (25) conserves particle and. together with Eq. (3), also conserves energy. The 

latter is again given by Eq. (8). Since the multiple spatial scale expansion is based on 

Jkj » |K| , the difference between the nonlinear physics described by Eqs. (24) and (25) 

is rather insignificant and is of higher order in e. provided tnat modes with jk-K/K J < 

|K I for * are excluded from Eq. (25). 

Equations of motion for the individual particles given by Eq. (25) can be derived 

using the distribution function F defined in Eq. (9). They become 

and 

dRj/dt = v„ jb - (q/mQK3*/aR*b + K+) | , (26) 

dv,||/dt =-(q/m>a9/3R-B| , (27) 
Rj. Mj 
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for the j - t h particle. The Important feature here Is that Eqs. (26) and (2?) differ from 

the original gyroklnetic equations of motion, Eqs, (10) and (11). by only one term; and it 

is the term which accounts for the effect of background inhomogeneity. Thus, by keeping 

K n and K T constant in time (and space), we can indeed investigate steady-state 

microturbulence problems with the new set of equations. As for the initial loading in 

the simulation, one can use spatially uniform distribution for the particles (with the 

MaxweUlan distribution In the velocity space, If desired) at t= 0, since the distribution 

function F in Eqs, (24) and (25) describes only spatial perturbations. Thus, not 

surprisingly, the separation of the disparate spatial scales in the simulation makes it 

possible for us to study gradient-driven microinstabitities using homogeneous plasmas. 

Moreover, the freezing of the background inhomogeneity also effectively removes tne 

global transport time scale from the simulation, Thus, Eqs. (26) and (27), as well as Eq. 

(25), contain only the spatial and time scales of interest, In which the undesirable 

scales have been eliminated analytically beforehand (through the processes of gyrophase 

averaging and multiple spatial scale expansion). The idea of multiple spatial scale 

expansion was f irst proposed by the authors of Ref. 23. 

It should be mentioned here that the particle dynamics depicted by Eq. (25) are no 

longer incompressible in the (R. u, v | () pnase space. Nevertheless, the fact that particle 

simulation techniques are s t i l l applicable in this case can be understood as follows. 

Rewriting Eq, (9) as 

N 
F(Z)=2«(Z-Zi) . (28) 

j= l J 

where Z * (R. u, v()) or the original phase space variables (x. v). one can show that 

particle pushing is actually solving an equation of the type 

3F/3t • 0/32)-(ZF) = 0, (29) 
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where Z (• dZ/dt) is the equation of motion. This is exactly the form for Eq. (25). 

When the phase space fluid is Incompressible, i.e., (3/3Z)-Z = 0, Eq. (29) reduces to Eq. 

OX (or the Vtasov equation). Thus, Incompressioitftu. (s not the prerequisite for 

particle pushing. 

Let us now discuss the diagnostics for the particle and energy flux for the new 

scheme. As stated eartler, these measurements are greatly facilitated by the use cf 

multiple spatial scale expansion and are quite different irom those in which tne 

background inhomogeneities are actually present. Applying Eq. (20) toEq. (1) and taking 

the 2eroth moment In (JJ, vH) of tne resulting equation as wen as By performing the 

spatial average, we have 

8n</3t + @/aex)-[n 0<r> x] = o, (30) 

where 

r = -<c/B)i©*/8x*b)<S7v - (i/2)(q/T)(v t/n) 2o/ax)la»/3x J Lpx6( n/ n o)] o o 

is the particle flux, and r»0, rTand n are defined in Eq. (3). For x n = K nx, i.e., the 

density gradient is in the x direction, the particle diffusion coefficient becomes 

D-Vx/X f t. (32) 

Particle flux r can also t?e expressed in terms of individual particle motion, with the 

substitution of Eq. (17) into Eq, (31), the flux in the a direction can be written as 

N 
< r x > x = I v E x(Rj)/N, (33) 

where v E x * - (c/BKSt/SR^b-x is the particle drift, and tne evaluation of which 

is 



Involves fie use of Eq. (18). The calculation of Eq. (33) for the electrons is 

considerably simplified, since p = 0 and R, = x , , . Multiplying Eq. (3) by 

- ( C / B ) 0 « / 3 K ) * 5 ' X and invoking the periodic boundary conditions for the potentials, we 

arrive at 

< rex>x = <r i x >X' - <34) 

where the flux is given by Eq. (31). Thus, particle flux is ambipolar for our system. 

Before we examine the issue of energy flux, let us describe briefly the 

gyrokinetic expressions for some of the related fluid quantities in We simulation. 

Following the same procedures In obtaining Eqs. (14) and (17) for the number density, we 

find that the current density can be evaluated by 

f N 

J„(x) = q<Jv8F(R, u, VnMR-x+pJdRdudv,^ = q X v„j<8(x-Xj)>^ (35) 

and the expression for the energy density Is 

f N 

P(x) = (m/3)<]vzF(R, u, VuMR-x-pkRdudv,,^ = (m/3) £ Vj2<6(x-Xj)> f (36) 

Thus, the numerical calculations of these quantities are similar to the manner in which 

number (tensity is obtained as depleted in Fig. 1. 

The method for measuring energy flux in the simulation can now be derived as 

follows. Applying Eq. (20) to Eq. (1) and talcing the v z moment of the resulting 

equation, we oDtain, after performing the spatial average, 

3P 0 /3t + G/3ex)-lP0<Q>xJ * <S>„. (37) 
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wnere P 0 • <F(x)> x Is the average energy density, 

Q = -(c/B)[(3*/3xxB)(P/P^ - ( l /2)(q/T)(v t /«2 G/9x) \dWdx±p *6(P/Pj] (38) 

is the energy flux, 

S =-(2/3)[7 1 1(3*/3x | |)-a/2)(( l /T)(v t /n)2 7,, 0/3x„) | 3 * / 3 x J z 1 (39) 

is the source term, with 7and P given by £<;<*. (35) and (36), and P corresponds to F 

witn p = a. For j , [ 0 = <7 ( |(x)> x - o, which gives P 0 = n0TQ, id for ien = Knx, and K T = 

K T X , Eq. (37) yields the thermal diffuslvity in the inhomogeneous x direction as 

X = < Q X > X / ( V K T ) - ( < ,o) 

Energy flux can also be measured through individual particle motion. Substituting Eq. 

(36) into Eq. (38), we obtain 

N 
« 5 X > X

S . I v E x (Rj ) (v /v t ) 2 /3N, (-11) 

where v E x is again the particle drift defined in Eq. (33). Likewise, with the 

substitution of Eq. (35) into Eq. (39), the spatially averaged source term becomes 

N 
<5>X=2 Vn j f t y /SR-B)^ , (42) 

in which the use of Eq. (18) Is again necessary for the calculation. 

Thus, the ease with which the flux and diffusion measurements can ce carried out 

using the present simulation scheme is evident. It differs greatly from conventional 
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particle simulation, for which the only effective tool is the measurement of te?t 

particle diffusion. However, test particle diffusion does not give any Information on 

particle and energy flux. Such information can only be ascertained through the study of 

the global features of the simulation. The difficulty here Is that the simulation volume 

in the conventional codes is usually too small to be able to describe the global 

phenomena accurately. This deficiency is removed by the present simuiation scheme 

with the multiple spatial scale expansion, By doing so, we can now view the 

simulation plasma as a small segment of a much larger system (as if we are dealing 

with a .lomogeneous plasma). By allowing the simulation plasma to interact with the 

neighboring system through the appropriate use of boundary conditions for the waves and 

the particles, we can study a variety of realistic problems without simulating the total 

plasma volume. For such an arrangement, the global flux and diffusion of the simulation 

can oe construed as the local quantities for the larger system, one simple example is 

the use of periodic boundary conditions for the investigation of gradient-driven 

microinstabiltties in a shear less slab [20-22], 

V. NUMERICAL PROPERTIES 

Numerical properties for the simulation plasma using the Vlasov particles nave 

been extensively investigated since the inception of particle simulation more than two 

decades ago [24, 25), The two Important aspects, which are of particular interest to us, 

are the restrictions Imposed by the space charge waves on the time step (u p e At < 1) 

[4] and grid spacing (Ax < ^ D> 13}. in this section, we wi l l follow the same procedures 

as in Refs. 3 and 4 to establish the stability criteria for the gyrokinetlc plasma. 

The starting point is the linear dispersion relation for a gyroklnetlc plasma In 

slab geometry obtained from Eqs, <l)-(3), 
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D , 1 + (^!l^ + ( ,T5 + ^>o ] = a (43) 

where 

X w - — ^ — 2 ( — ^ — ) . (44) 
y2k „v t K y2k |V t K 

Z is the usual plasma function, aH • kyPgX^gQj is the diamagnetic drift frequsncy 

produced by tne densitij gradient in the x direction, r 0 = l - f t j j j ) 2 for small k^pj, and 

« denotes species. For the cold plasma response (<ii/k(| » v t ( x ) and u „ = 0, the 

elgenmode frequencies forEq. (13) are 

2 2 , k | l > 2 , m U „ 2 / V 2 , ^ , 2 2 ,„.» 

for p s » XD. These are the damped quasineutral oscillations, which can be identified 

as electrostatic shear-Alfve'n waves. (The modification of o H by i>» Is small and is 

negligible for the analysis). Our focus t)srs is to understand the stability properties of 

these modes In relation to the sizes of the time and space ?teps used in the simulation. 

Their contribution to equilibrium fluctuations wi l l also be examined. 

We begin the numerical analysis by f irst rewriting Eq, (44) as 

X„ « - i + (k„v t ( X)2 f t exp{iut-(k„v t ( Xt)V2} dt. (46) 
o 

By letting t = qAt. the Integral here can be evaluated numerically by 

I « * 2 At. (47) 
o q=o 
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Langdon has elegantly demonstrated that the size of the Integration step At In Eq. (47) 

corresponds directly to the time step used in the leap-frog particle pushing scheme in 

the simulation [4]. Substituting the discrete form for X K into Eq. (43), and invoking the 

quasineutral condition and the cold Ion approximation, we arrive at 

% (A2 » 1 + (u H At) 2 2 Q exPtKuAtf q - ^ ( o H A t ) J ( k x p s ) 2 q 2] = 0, (48) 
Ps q=o * 

for k = k± » k|(. By keeping only the first nontrlvlal term in the series, we find that 

the maximum growth of tne unphysical instability, if It exists, occurs at (kjjjgKu^At) = 

Jl. The corresponding growth rate is « jAt = 2 Into^At) - 1 , which gives the onset of 

',he instability at « H At = 1.65 with k,p, = 0.98, and yields larger growths for the 

smaller k ^ ' s . Thus, the stability condition Ca..i roughly be expressed as 

u H At < 1. (49) 

As in Ref. 4. the instability originates from the aliasing effects on a temporal grid. 

The dispersion relation for an unmagnetized plasma and the resulting stability criterion 

given by Ref. 4 can also be recovered from Eqs. (48) and (49) througn the substitutions 

of <oK and p s by <i>p6 and Xp. respectively. Besides tne stability consideration, the 

time step also has to satisfy the particle transit time requirement of 

k,,v l€At « (I^PSXOHAO < 1, (50) 

so that accurate plasma response, i.e., Eq. (48), can be reproduced in the simulation. The 

difference between Eqs. (49) and (50) is that violation of the latter wi l l not lead to 

numerical instability. Nonetheless, both equations have to be satisfied in the 

simulation, since mlcroinstabilities are generally most unstable for the modes with 

k.o* = 1 and their Inclusion in the simulation is essential, the two conditions then 
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become identical. Thus, there is no reason to further increase u H At (except for 3D 

simulation, which we wi l l uiscuss). This is quite different from the unmagnetized 

cases, in wWch impUctt sch&mes can be utilized to increase « p e A t in simulating kX,-> 

« i modes [ U , J3. H] . As we can see, orders of magnitude improvement in time step 

over the conventional codes is indeed realized with the present scheme without 

resorting to implicit particle pushing. The condition of k x v E At < ] can usually be 

satisfied without any difficulty, and does not constitute an additional constraint. 

In the presence of shear, radial eigenmcdes associated with <oH do nc» exist at 

all. This property has been verified using a mode equation of the form, 9 2 * /3x ? + Q(«, 

At)* = 0, obtained from Eq. (43) for r Q = 1 - (k ypj) z + />j 2OV3x 2) and k„ = k y x/L s , 

where Ls is the shear scale length. Analytically, for « * = 0 and At •* o. its absence 

can be understood from the fact that modes from the « H brancn do not satisfy tse 

outgoing wave boundary condition and nave no spatially evanescent solutions (away from 

the rational surface at k(| - 0). The mode equation has also been solved numerically 

using a WKB-snooting code [26!. The results have indicated that the only eigenmodes in 

the system are those associated with o», and instabilities induced locally due to 

k„v l e At > 1 and « H At > i away from the rational surface are also absent. The only 

requirement needed in this case is that 

oAt * 1 (5J) 

(e.g., oAt = o.l or 0.2). and it is for the purpose of accurately describing the temporal 

behavior of the wave, where a is the eigenmode frequency. These important results 

from the WKB-shooting codp have also been confirmed by the gyrokinetic simulation of 

drift instabilities in a sheared slab {£]. It is, uf course, a highly desirable situation, 

where the time step is solely determined by line mode frequency of interest. However, 

there is a caveat. 
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The fact that correct physics can be reproduced In the region where k„v t e At > 1 

is rather fortuitous for this case with a single rational surface. Because the amplitude 

of the mode is very very small In this region, the error caused by x e = iuAt (instead of 

zero) is Inconsequential, in general, one would not want to violate Eq. (50). Thus, even 

with the elimination of the modes related to « H by snear, the electron transit time 

requirement st i l l has to be taken into account in the simulation. Interestingly, a 

gyrokinetic plasma under the influence of shear has tne unique property of slow waves 

(low frequency eigenmodes) coexisting with fast particles (thermal electrons), i.e., 

oA| |V t e « 1, in the region away from the rational surface. Therefore, It is the most 

natural system for the application of the orbit averaging [161 or electron subcycli'ng 

[171 schemes, and it requires no implicitness. This important feature also exists in tne 

finite—3 gyrokinetic plasma even in the absence of shear [27], 

The scheme can work as follows, One pushes the ions and solves the field 

equation with a time step that satisfies Eq. (51). «At < 1. while calculating the 

electron orbits with a time step of 0<| | ) m a x v t e At e < l , where A t /A t e = Wt with Nt »l. 

For successive At e 's , the fields experienced by the electrons are constant in time, since 

they evolve oh a much slower time scale than the electron transit time, i.e., o> « 

( k „ ) m a x v t e . Moreover, by accumulating the information on the number density for the 

electrons for the successive At e 's, one needs N t times less particles for the electrons 

than for the ions to achieve the same statistical accuracy. Therefore, the number of 

numerical operations under this subcyciing scheme remains the same as that of a system 

which pushes particles with a time step prescribed by Eq. (51), i.e, the frequency of 

interest. 

The restrictions on grid spacfngs, &x± and Ax | (1 for a gyrokinetic plasma can be 
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studied using the procedures similar to those in Refs. 3 and A. Here. Gaussian-shaped 

particles with the widths of a ± and a ( | are assumed. For k^ , « 1. k„AX|, « 1, and k = 

k i > > kir E <1' ^ 8 ^ becomes 

D(—)" - 1 • (<jMA0 2exp(-k?a?) 
Ps 

» r if) » . 
* 2 W W&pAx ,/2) 2 qexptKoAOq- -(OHAtPOup^q*! » 0, (52) 
p=-» ¥ q=o ^ 

where 
w(o) * stne/e 

is the shape function, k* • k^ - 2 i tp /Ax j L , and n represents different charge sharing 

schemes 13. 10, 28). The additions! harmonics for p * 0 are due to the nonphysical 

aliases arising from the use of a spatial grid. By assuming k ^ « L and w H At « 1 

and keeping only p = 0 and i l terms in Eq, (52), we arrive at 

D(—) - 1 - (o H /«) 2 [w(k 1 Ax i /2)j 
Ps 

ftiPs*2 p « - I . r P l P J l M v t e 2 (k 0 v t J 2 

e' 

tt can be shown that the largest numerical growth from Eq. (53). based on the NOP (n = 

2) scheme, occurs at k x Ax x = rt/M for k±j>s = 0.21, i.e., Ml/ps = 11. Numerical 

solutions from Eq. (52) also indicate that, in general, this type of Instability becomes 

insignificant for 

Ax i < p g , (54) 
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It one uses the linear interpolation (n=4) scheme. The usual unmagnetized results can 

be recovered from Eqs, (52), (S3), and (54) bg dropping the subscript 1, and substituting 

Gfy and p s by « p e and > 0 , respectively. (So, the results here ^re not really surprising.) 

Since p s is at least 1~2 orders of magnitude larger than X D for tokamak plasmas, Eq. 

(54) Indeed represents a significant improvement. Furthermore, Eq. (54) is not really a 

restriction, because one Is compelled to use a grid spacing of Ax x < p s to provide the 

necessary resolution for modes with k ± p s * l. Thus, we are again in a best possible 

situation where the grid size is prescribed by the physical process of interest. This is 

quite different from the conventional simulation, in which nigner order Interpolation 

schemes have to be utilized to increase Ax 129). 

The dispersion relation describing the stability condition on the grid spacing in 

the parallel direction, Ax,,, can be derived from Eqs. (52) and (53) by making the 

following substitutions: k ^ -» k | (a f (, k p Ax i -• k^Ax,,. where k(,„ * k„ - 27Tp/AXn. The 

resulting equations are valid for kl&± « 1 and k x A x ± « 1. Specifically, Eq. (52), 

after the substitutions, yields 

D '.—f = 1 + (o H At) 2 exp(-kfaj) 

« k|,D ( in oo , 
X I (TT) W(k||[JAx,|/2) £ qexptKuAt)q--toHAt) z(kpp s) z(k | I D/k l,) 2q2I = 0. (55) 
p=-«k|| v q=0 l 

One important characteristic of the equation is that k ( l and k x and, in turn, Ax„ and A x r 

are coupled through <oH. Following the previous derivation based on the NGP scheme, we 

can show that the largest growth occurs at ^Ax,, = n / l .4 for kjjjg = 0.21 regardless of 

the size of Ax,, - - a rather unique feature. Numerical solutions from Eq. (55) indicate 
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that the instability for k j ) s < 0.21 modes can Be suppressed by using the linear 

interpolation scheme (n = 4) together with finite size particles. However, for k x p s « 

0.21 modes, total stabilization may have to come from the quadratic interpolation 

scheme (n = 6). Although we have not studied the influence of shear on the behavior of 

grid instabilities, there are good reasons to believe that some degree of stabilization 

may occur, This view is supported in part by the recent study on f inite-3 gyrokinetic 

plasmas, which has shown that grid instability can be totally suppressed by (a very 

small amount of) magnetic perturbation (271. At any rate, since there is essentially no 

restrictions on Ax ) r one can use a three-dimensional grid lor an elongated system (l_„ » 

LA) to simulate tokamak-type problems. The mode expansion scheme [9], which 

circumvents the use ot a grid in the elongated direction, is a powerful tool but has its 

share of drawbacks as well. 

A brief discussion on the time step issue for the 3D gyrokinetic simulation Is in 

order here. In general, At is determined by the largest « H (or the smallest k ± p s ) in the 

system, which may be much larger than the frequency of interest. Thus, the use of « H At 

» l may be desirable and we nave to deal with the problem of numerical growth. 

While instabilities due to large k^s associated with the smallest k j jg can be 

suppressed by finite-size particle effects, those caused by small k | f's can only be rid of 

through implicit schemes [ I I , 13, H i . This is permissible, since the unstable modes 

all have k ± p s « I. However, as stated earlier, numerical growths due to large <oHAt 

are no longer a problem In the presence of shear, and the electron subcycling scheme is 

applicable here as well. 

Let us now compare the stability conditions of the gyrokinetic plasma with other 

models of magnetized plasmas. As we all know, the properties for unmagnetized 

plasmas are similar to those for the model based on full particle dynamics (301, in 
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which X D limits the sizes for Doth AXj_ and A x r As for the model using drift-kinetic 

electrons and Vlasov ions [5j, the restrictions become w p j At < 1 and Ax a = Ax x < X D 

(assuming Te = T|). These conditions can easily be verified with the procedures 

described here with the assumption of unmagnetized ions, The main advantage of the 

model is the improvement in time step over the full dynami.cs code by a factor of 

ynij/mg . The drift kinetic model |3lJ. which is not useful for tokamak physics, exists 

in the opposite limit of the gyrokinetic model, i.e., p$ « x D . it has the properties of 

(k^AJWpgAt < l and Ax^ < XD. The stability condition on Ax u in this case is similar 

to the gyrokinetic model except for the fact that the characteristic length involved is 

x D . Al l three models discussed here contain space charje waves. 

The last topic of this section concerns the issue of numerical noise. Langdon 

132] has conducted a detailed analysis on the subject for the viasov plasma, which 

indicates that the fluctuations (and the noise) in the simulation and the usual 

theoretical predictions are in good agreement for kv tAt < l and Ax < X D. Thus, if we 

prescribe to Eq. (50) lor electron transU time and Eq. (*<i) for grid spacing, kinetic 

theory results can also be used to examine the noise Issue In our model. Applying £q. 

(13) to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, one finds, for kXD « 1, 

|E(k, o H ) | 2/8Jt = U D / p s ) Z T/2, (56) 

which is a factor of (Xj j /p s) 2 smaller than the fluctuation energy in a plasma where 

space charge waves are present. This salient feature has been investigated in Fief, 12, 

and it is round that the equilibrium electric field energy is at minimum in me 

gyrokinetic regime. As such, the numerical noise due to the discrete particle effects Is 

also the lowest. In terms of fluctuating potentials, Eq. (56) can also be written as 
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|e<Kk, u H)/T| - l/cyfTkpg). (57) 

where N is the total number of simulation particles (electrons or ions) in a wavelength 

of 2ir/k. since the thermal noise level In the usual simulation codes is je<t(fc. o H ) A | 

= l/X/N"kX 0), the noise in the gyroklnetlc plasma is reduced by a factor of X 0 / p s for 

the same number of simulation particles. [An example of this property is shown in 

Figs, ( l) and (2) in Ref. 1. For tokamak-type parameters, the gain is much higher.) 

As we know, excessive noise tends to suppress the weaker instabilities, which is 

tne reason why large density gradients have been used in the previous simulations of 

drift instabilities (6-8). The process involved has not been well understood. Here, we 

wi l l try to provide an explanation. One may argue that the noise-induced damping that 

overcomes the linear growth i ^ is caused by enhanced particle diffusion. Dupree's 

resonance broadening process (33) relates trie damping increment to diffusion througn A* 

= k2D (for k = kĵ ). To estimate D, let us USE the random walk model (34) wi.ich yields 

D = (Ax)V2At = A(e4>/T) | r m s p s

2 Q/2. (58) 

Assuming that A(e<t>/T)|rms is given by c<\. (57), which is an upper bound estimate, we 

obtain 

Alf/Qj =kp s /2,/N" =(kp s)2|e*/T|/2 (59) 

for tne gyrokinetfc plasma. By comparison, the noise-induced damping rate in the 

viasov plasma, AY/Qj = (kp s) 2/(2yrTk> D), Is much larger for the same N. Thus, we can 

afford to use milder (more realistic) density and temperature gradients to simulate 
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weaker instabilities with the present schema. 

Nevertheless, the condition of A* < Tf_j for the modes of Interest should always 

be satisfied in the simulation, This is supported by the simulation results reported in 

Refs. 1, 7, and 20. The condition, in turn, determines the allowable initial fluctuation 

amplitude and the total number of particles required for the"simulation. For example, in 

the case of drift waves in slab geometry, where k ± p s = l modes are most unstable, Eq. 

(59) gives Aif/Q f « |e*/T|. Letting Vj * u . . we obtain a rough estimate for the 

allowable initial noise level as 

where l n ( t ; 1 / | K P | ) is the density scale length, It is commonly agreed that the 

saturation amplitude for these type of modes can be approximated by le^ /T^ .^ = p s / L n 

1211. Thus, the condition imposed by Eq. (60) for the initial perturbation also agrees 

with the the fact that the initial amplitude should be lower so that the nonlinear 

physics after saturation is not obscured by the noise. The derivation here makes the 

connection between the two requirements. Furthermore, alt the modes in the simulation, 

with a fixed k„ associated with t^, should also satisfy Eq. (60) initially, because Eq. 

(57) is constant for all the corresponding k's in this case, The consequence is that the 

total number of particles in the simulation is given by ^ total ~ c o n s t a n t x &j)2> where 

l ± is the size In the perpendicular direction. This is true regardless of the size of the 

grid. Since the computer resources determine the maximum allowable N t 0 ( g / in the 

simulation, they ultimately restrict the plasma volume for the gyrokinetic particle 

simulation. 

Thus, the only real limitation for our model comes from the noise consideration. 
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However, with the satisfactory resolution of the time step Issue, and with the 

availability of the present generation of supercomputers, the limitation, in general, lies 

beyond the regime of our interest. 

VJ. DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION 

In mis paper, we have presented an efficient computational scheme most suitable 

for studying the physics issues concerning low frequency microinstabillties in 

tokamaks. By exploring the'various aspects of the model in terms of its numerical 

properties, we are convinced that It (s Indeed a viable approach. Hopefully, the new 

scheme wi l l eventually help us in unravelling the mystery of anomalous transport in 

magnetically confined plasmas. 

At present time, a two-dimensional (x, y, u, v,j) gyrokinetic particle code has 

already been used to investigate various gradient-driven microinstabilities in slab 

geometry, providing us with some highly interesting results [20-22]. For example, it is 

found that nonlinear E * B trapping of the electrons is the dominant mechanism for the 

saturation of coilisionless drift instabilities [20]. In the case of ion temperature drif t 

instabilities (t|j-modes), saturation comes from the noniinearly generated 

zero-frequency current and pressure response, which cuts off the availability of the free 

energy source [22]. Most importantly, the simulation results have indicated that 

steady-state transport i& intrinsically stochastic, in which electron-ion collisions also 

play a vital role [21]. As such, the parameter dependence is totally different from the 

estimates based on quasilinear diffusion. The latter in its various forms has been used 

for the development of scaling laws 135]. These results also bring to question as to 

the adequacy of fluid approach in studying confinement problems. 

The next item on our agenda Is the development of a 3D gyrokinetic code in 
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toroidal geometry. The recent generalization of the slaD formulation of the gyrokinetic 

equations [1, 2| to toroidal geometry (35, 37] certainly helps this endeavor. There is no 

foreseeable difficulties in the computational front for such a code. The choice of 

coordinates may be an issue. At the moment, the magnetic coordinates 138] seem most 

attractive, we also plan to implement the finite-3 effects in the code. The recent 

analysis [2?) has shown that the inclusion of magnetic perturbation completely 

stabilized all the numerical instabilities induced by the aliases. This interesting 

property should be pursued further, With a three-dimensional toroidal f inite-3 code, one 

could investigate a variety of instabilities and their nonlinear consequences, such as 

dissipative drift instabilities and rippling modes related to edge turbulence, trapped 

particle instabilities in ohmic discharges, Tij-modes in beam-healed discharges as well 

as MHD-related tearing modes, interchange modes, and ballooning modes. Such a code 

can also find applications in other areas of plasma physics. 

Let us concede the paper by giving an example of tokamak simulation based on 

the Caltech tokamak [391. The revelant parameters are; a =16 cm, B = 15 cm, p s = 0.15 

- 0.3 cm. Te =25 - 100 ev, and i = 0,3*, From Eq. (60), we can choose |e<t>/T| = l * as 

the maximum allowable level for the Initial fluctuation. Since kp s = 0,1 is roughly the 

smallest wave number here. Eq. (57) gives N = 10* as the required number of particles 

for the simulation. For an elongated 3D grid with &*L = p s , I* gives approximately 8 

particles per cell. The memory and disk storage requirements for such a system is well 

within the capability of the Cray-ll computer. Using a time step of At = l usee, which 

is sufficient to resolve the observed low frequency fluctuations, we can simulate 2 

msec of the discharge with 2000 time steps of particle pushing. For a figure of 50 ~ 

100 psec per particie per time step on cray-ll, the total CPU time is about 50 ~ too 

hours. In our opinion, this is rather reasonable. For simulating large size tokamaks, 

e.g., TFTR at princew, an order of magnitude increase In tfie number of particles is 

needed, which may not be practical for the present generation of computers in terms of 
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CPU tlrr.e. On the other hand, one does not need to use the total cross section of trie 

tokamak for simulating microinstabilities. which are believed to be active only in the 

outer region (q > 1) of the torus 119, 35, 39]. 
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